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The seven best tech stocks in the world naturally include companies from the technologically heavy US, but do not ignore Asia, Europe and Latin America. The following stocks moved the services sector today. Of all the IT positions, the head of corporate architecture is by far the most difficult to recruit. The right candidate should have some experience in
every layer of technology stack, a deep understanding of the business, the ability to manage a matrix (and peevish) group of disparate technologists, and sell concepts like service-oriented architecture to uninteresting business leaders. If there's one position that really embodies the DT paradox, it's this one. As Linden Tennyson, CIO of Union Pacific
Railroad, says, The chief architect should be the smartest person in the room and the least arrogant. However, in order to create a flexible, fast, cost-effective environment, you will need to hire one of these rare birds and guide them to success. Here are four ways: 1. Grow your own. It's a unique person who is conceptual but can also be in paddocks,
tennyson says. They should be strategic but not esoteric and have great interpersonal skills. With such a lofty task, it offers internal growth. You could be better at hand-picking technologists who are the smartest and most enjoyable and then look after them for the role. 2. Delivery value quickly. Business has limited tolerance for expensive senior executives,
who seem to do little more than prepare a written treatise on development standards. When times are difficult, enterprise architecture is often the first to go. As an CIO, it can be difficult to defend a role when it's time to realize value for so long, says Scott Blanchett, CIO of Healthways. So how do you provide longevity for the group? Throttle's desire to
produce a big explosion of architecture with distant goals that are never realized, says Blanchett. Good architects understand that they need to provide additional projects based on business value rather than focusing solely on destination technology somewhere on the horizon. You have to identify your sacred cows, Tennyson says. This will help determine
the battles that you can afford to lose. Peter Breunig, general manager of technology and architecture management at Chevron, agrees. As you work out your framework and standards, don't go overboard, he says. Previously, we need to stop showing architectural drawings and start sharing examples of successful use of architectural concepts. You have to
make your work tangible for your business partners. 3. Use architecture as a training ground. We are The state's architecture group has the number of staff they ask for, said David Harkness, director-director of Xcel Energy. We force them to use virtual resources in other functions. When an IT organization helps the standards they will work under, it reduces
the reputation of architecture for having cop standards. It also provides opportunities for development. By asking your leading developers to spend time in an architectural group, you create a learning environment and build your own bench, he says. 4. Get in front of projects. Often the project team selects the vendor, but the architectural team says at the
eleventh hour that the product does not correspond to the reference architecture. This either delays the project or forces the architecture to make an exception that devalues the entire structure. Better, says Harkness, is to embed architecture into the RFP process. Instead of waiting until you have solutions that need architecture approval, your vendors
include their ability to stick to your architecture links right in front. So architecture is not a bad guy, killing your project or creating delays. The final paradox is that architects are as necessary as they are rare. It's a knockdown, a drag out of the fight to find people who can make the role, Says Blanchett. I don't envy the people who should recruit them. Martha
Heller is President of Heller Search Associates, an IT search company and co-founder of the Executive Board of THE DT. She can be contacted martha@hellersearch.com. This story, Creating entrepreneurial architecture of matter was originally published by the IT Directors Executive Board. Copyright © 2011 IDG Communications, Inc. Instead, it is
considered an ontology or scheme, helping to organize corporate architect artifacts such as documents, specifications, and models. The framework takes into account who is affected by the artifact, such as the business owner, and weighs it against the problem or problem that is being solved. Originally developed by IBM's John Sachman in 1987, the
zakman Framework has been updated several times since then. It focuses on organizing and analysing data, solving problems, planning for the future, managing enterprise architecture, and creating analytical models. The frameworks remain relevant for today's modern business, largely because the technology environment is becoming more complex, with
outdated technologies and information scattered throughout the organization, often lost to employees who have moved on to other systems and solutions. With the 36-column matrix of the Frameworks zakman, you can catalog the entire architecture of your organization, which can help your organization stay flexible and flexible in the face of change by
providing you with detailed information about your company's IT assets. Zaman Framework PatternKaman Framework 36 categories to describe products, services, hardware and software. The categories are organized into six rows of six columns, forming a two-dimensional matrix with 36 cells, which helps to visualize the topic, problem or product. The
framework template columns outline the main issues related to architecture (who, what, where, and so on), while the lines represent the perspectives of each type of stakeholder involved in the project. The finished matrix is then filled with processes, the necessary materials, important roles, appropriate locations, and any goals or rules related to the project,
based on the fundamental question and perspective presented in each cell. The six rows of the zakman matrix include: Planor View (area): In this line, you determine a business plan or strategy and determine which problem or problem will be addressed in the matrix. Owner View :Business Concept: The second line is where you identify the business needs
and resources a business needs to execute a plan. Designer Presentation (System Logic): The third series determines how the plan will meet the needs of the business. This line corresponds to the work of system analysts who process data, process flows, and business process functions. Engineer Perspective (Technology Physics): The fourth series
includes relevant information on how to implement a strategy and with which tools, technologies, materials and limitations the team will work with. Perspective Technique (Component Assembly): In this line, you'll include product, service, or equipment requirements submissions. User View (Operations Classes): The final series contains information about a
functioning system and how it works in an IT or business environment. The six columns of the Zachman Freimank template include all the questions you'll ask in the process: What (data): Here you set out what business data, information, and requirements are needed for the project. How (function): A column of how or function determines how processes
work and affect the business. Where (network): This column includes where, which includes all system networks and relevant locations where business operations occur. Who (people): In Column 4, you identify key stakeholders and identify all relevant personnel for the project. When (time): Column 5, where you will determine when and at what time
business processes are performed in the company. Why (motivation): The final column where you will determine why you chose the final decision and what is the motivation behind the initiative or project. The Framework Rules framework is designed to work with both physical objects and conceptual ideas. To fill columns and matrix lines, you need to and
would probably include dismissals and duplication of information. The goal is to reduce these layoffs as much as possible by ending with a brief document that provides a clear view of your organization's enterprise or IT architecture. He has set seven guidelines or principles to complete the two-dimensional matrix: the columns have no order, but must be
placed from top to bottom, starting with the most significant category. This will be specific to your IT project or problem and may change when applied to another product or service. You should avoid adding or deleting columns or rows, as you all need them to get the full picture. Each column has a simple overall model and can have its own meta model in this
column. The basic model of each column should be unique and avoid overlapping or replicating data in any other column. Each line describes a separate, unique perspective. Any meta-models or concepts attributed to multiple cells should be avoided. A key element of this structure is that it avoids all redundancy in the final two-dimensional matrix. If you are
successful with rules 2, 3 and 4, you should have a matrix where each cell is unique. This is strongly emphasized and is one of the cornerstones of this structure, resulting in a uniquely detailed and informative look at your architecture. Avoid changing the names of rows or columns. This can change the meaning or cause confusion if stakeholders use similar
terms in different ways. Logic is recursive and generic, which means that it can be used to classify or analyze everything related to enterprise architecture. The analyst must set targets and boundaries, and these decisions can have a significant impact on the end result of the matrix and initiative or project. The Sakman Framework Training and
CertificationKaman Framework is a flexible and flexible structure that offers a strict two-dimensional matrix structure. With the 36 cells you're completing, you'll be able to find a solution to the problem and implement changes in your organization. But if you want to learn more about the framework or how to use it, Sachman International offers the official
Sachman Framework Training and Certification through the Zachman International.During a four-day hands-on simulation workshop you'll be looking at real-world examples of the life of the Sachman Framework and learning how to build and implement primitive models. You'll learn how to implement the framework and concepts of zachman in your own
company, as well as a few methodologies and tools that help maintain the framework. Copyright © 2020 IDG Communications, Inc. sap enterprise architecture framework pdf. togaf sap enterprise architecture framework
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